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EX ALDERMAN NEWSLETTER 208 AND CHESTERFIELD 153 

 

          
By John Hoffmann 

 

December 20, 2015 

 

THE CANDIDATES:  Town and Country 

 

Ward 1   Skip Mange  (I) 

 

Ward 2   Amy Anderson (I) 

 

Ward 3    Gussie Crawford  (I) 

 

Ward 4    Linda Rallo (I)  

 

CHESTERFIELD: 

 

Ward 1   Barb McGuinnesse (1-year unexpired term) 

               Barry Flachsbart (I)  Full 2-year term     

 

Ward 2  Guy Tilman at 15274 Brightfield Manor Drive  Retired Customer Service  

              Director Monsanto, member of the Chesterfield Planning Commission   

               
 

Ward 3   Alan Politte 14972 Manor Ridge Dr  Clinical Psychologist  

               A former councilman, Politte recently spoke in favor of the 5-month interim  

               appointment of Barb McGuinness to the late Nancy Greenwood's seat.  
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                  Alan Politte 

 

               Jane Cunningham the well known former State Rep, State Senator and  

                current board member of the Monarch Fire Protection District. Cunningham  

                lives on Timberlake Manor Parkway.  

                  
 

Ward 4     Connie Fults (I) 

                 Tom Decampi Medical Sales director   He and his wife Gloria have lived at  

                 16710 Chesterfield Manor Drive since 2002.   

 

Our views, Town and Country: Skip Mange has a long record of public service.  But it 

might be time for him to let someone else give it a try, because Skip is also now 

beginning to cite misinformation at an alarming rate. He was just 25 years off in a 

newsletter article on when a double wide trailer housed the police department. He 

referred to a quarterly magazine as a weekly. He has become so obsessed with the 

Wirth land purchase debacle that he publicly said that he didn't want any restaurant on 

the property to draw people from all over West County.  He apparently is looking for a 

restaurateur who doesn't want to run a popular and profitable establishment.  
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Perhaps the worst thing he did was endorse the city staffs' work to find 

something to fill the empty lot at Clayton and Ballas Roads with a small bank branch 

and a Tim Horton's Coffee Shop/Restaurant.  He backed the plans, but did a "180" 

when some NIMBY people voiced opposition leaving the city without a new revenue 

source and an ugly vacant lot at one of the busiest intersections in town.  

 

Amy Anderson:  Amy was full of vigor when she ran for Alderman in 2014.  She 

developed quite a campaign following on her theme of "Protect Residential Zoning." 

However once elected she showed how shallow her background is and how naïve she 

is. Plus she disappears every summer to become the Belle of Beaver Island Michigan 

where there is a family summer home. Just what you need, someone who is out of town 

for at least 20 weeks in their first term.  Keep in mind we are paying her a monthly 

salary to be in Town and Country as an alderperson representing Ward-2 not swatting 

mosquitoes on Beaver Island. Taking a vacation is one thing. Moving out of town for a 

portion of the year is another.      

 

Then she was placed as the chair of the Police Commission. She does not have a clue 

about either law enforcement or budgets.  If she stays put in 2016 she will be in charge 

of the new Police and Public Safety Committee that will include oversight of Fire and 

EMS.  Frankly I have a problem with someone who is an active Christian Science 

Church member as Anderson is who doesn't believe in medicine or doctors having 

anything to do with Emergency Medical Services.   

 

Anderson did a flip flop on Tim Horton's, first saying she favored it and then saying she 

was against it when her fellow Principia alum Skip Mange went against it.  The 

difference was that Anderson was not around to vote on the matter.  She was on 

Beaver Island.  

 

It is amazing that Anderson cannot see what her limitations have been and how there is 

someone in the community who could do a much better job.  That person is Susan 

Crandall who is currently on the Police Commission. Crandall has plenty of real world 

experience having worked in the old St. Louis County Hospital ER for a number of years 

as a nurse.  She also has shown an amazing ability to do research. 
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Since Anderson has already said she still plans to spend her summers in Michigan, she 

should go to Crandall and ask her to file for Alderman and she should withdraw.  

 

Gussie Crawford:  Gussie is 80 now finishing her second term.  She had originally said 

she would just do two terms. Now she says if reelected this would be her last term. She 

is still on the Board of Directors of the AAU.   While Gussie has not introduced any new 

legislation, she still has done a much better job than the person she replaced. That was 

the Alderdope Steve Fons, who used a company email account to send out disparaging 

emails about my mental competence. Soon afterwards he was looking for a new job.  

 

 Linda Rallo:  Linda is a registered lobbyist in Jefferson City.  However it is not for a 

cigarette company or a casino, like our mayor, but a proposed ballot issue to raise 

cigarette taxes for early childhood education. At times she seems so busy that she is 

distracted and not concentrating.  But at other times when she has done her research 

she is dug in on an issue.  She along with Gussie Crawford were the only persons to 

vote for the Tim Horton's development. She is also one of the few realists on the Wirth 

Property/Town Square project apparently realizing the huge waste of money it could be. 

She, Jon Benigas and Tiffany Frautschi are the only ones asking tough questions on 

what could turn out to be the great Mayor Jon Dalton boondoggle.  

 

CHESTERFIELD:  Ward 1  Barry Flachsbart is one of the original founders of 

Chesterfield as an incorporated city. He has perhaps the most institutional knowledge of 

any elected official. In his mid-70's, Barry is still a professor at the University of Missouri 

of Science and Technology in Rolla. In contested elections Barry has a track record of 

getting 70% of the vote.  

 

Barb McGuenniss:  Barb is not running against Barry, but for the unexpired term of 

Nancy Greenwood who died in September. Barb was appointed to fill the Ward 1 seat 

until the election.  She would served one-year and then be up for reelection again in 

2017.  Barb dates back to the beginning of the city in 1988 and served 10 years on the 

Planning Commission including as the Chairperson. She is also a trustee in the River 

Bend Homeowners Association.   

 

Ward 2:  Guy Tilman, 58, was appointed to the Planning Commission in July, He is 

retired from Monsanto in 2010.  He likes to play the guitar.  

 

Ward 3:  Alan Politte is a Clinical Psychologist with an office in Creve Coeur.  He also 

teaches a psychology course at Maryville.  His ratings for satisfaction on doctor and 

professor websites are average (keep in mind website rankings with low numbers on 
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people providing ratings are almost meaningless.) His sub specialty appears to be 

teenagers.   

 

Jane Cunningham: I have a friend of mine who is now in his 60s.  He is in great health 

and he has worked in law enforcement his whole life, starting with the LAPD.  For the 

last 20 years he has been a Chief of Police Fixer.  He gets hired at a police department 

that is having problems as the chief or assistant police chief. When he gets the 

problems fixed and everything starts running smoothly he gets bored and looks for 

another department that needs fixing.  

 

Jane Cunningham reminds me of my friend.  As a former State Senator she won a 

highly contested fire district election against Cole McNary, a former State Rep with high 

name recognition thanks to his father a former County prosecutor and County 

Executive. Jane put up with firefighter union protests, pickets, name calling on social 

media and in the press.  But within two years the Fire Board was made up of all pro-

taxpayer directors who were opposed by the union.  Things have gotten quiet.  It is 

unusual to find anyone attending Fire Board meetings now. The Fire Board replaced the 

command staff with people who were not placed there by the former pro-union board. In 

other words I think Jane is getting bored. 

 

While offering support to the then embattled Mayor Bob Nation she found plenty of 

problems at City Hall.  She found things that need to be fixed.  

 

"This city needs to follow the law.  It hasn't been doing that lately.  Council members 

need to concentrate more on the taxpayers. When you are voting on expenditures it 

should be just like opening your pocketbook.  I want to live in a top rated community 

with the best in city services, but I don't want the city to spend money extravagantly," 

Cunningham told us.  

              

State law will not allow Cunningham to hold both a Fire District Board seat and one of 

the City Council.  If she wins, she would have to resign her seat from the fire board.  Her 

term does not expire until 2019.    

 

Jane has proved to be a very good elected official at watching dollars and cents.  Her 

one drawback would be intentionally or accidentally putting right wing Republican 

political issues into local government. As good as she has been at Monarch Fire she 

was regularly painted with the "Whacko Brush" by the media with some of the bills she 

introduced in the House and Senate.  
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WARD 4:  Connie Fults long time incumbent who doesn't like Mayor Bob Nation and 

doesn't want the Lowes contractor service area to open at 6am like nearby Home Depot 

is allowed to do.  

 

Tom Decampi, 51, has been the Regional Sales Manager for Corindus Vascular 

Robotics for a year. In 2013 Decampi had a moving violation reduced to a Parking 

Violation in Ellisville.  He paid a $150 fine.  In 1999 he had a moving violation issued by 

the Highway Patrol reduced to a parking Violation and paid a $100.  I'm guessing that 

Decampi would not be one in favor of court reform since he plays the current ethically 

challenged game. He is the father of three kids and has been active in the Republican 

Party.  He appears to be the Republican Party's answer to Connie Fults attempting to 

impeach fiscally conservative Mayor Bob Nation and then Censuring him, plus some of 

her spending bills and her recent rhetoric on how City Policy trumps State Law.      

 

  
       

FINAL SUSPECT CERTIFIED AS AN ADULT IN 2014 PRINCIPIA SUMMER 

FOOTBALL CAMP SODOMY AND ASSAULT CASES: Last week we reported that 

Town and Country resident Jason Bemis, 16, of Pinetree Lake Ct in Town and Country 

was certified to stand trial as an adult on seven counts of misdemeanor assault that 

allegedly occurred at a summer football camp on the campus of the Christian Science 

Church national high school, The Principia, in 2014.  

 

Now we have learned of a fifth and final suspect has been arrested after being certified 

as an adult for assault but the formal charges are still pending from the Country 

Prosecutors Office.  That person is Luke Denicholas, who was 16 at the time of the 

incident, but is now 18 years old.  Denicholas lives at 13932 Reflections Drive in 

Ballwin. He and Bemis join Joshua Brewer and Maverick Holmsley who are pending trial 

on felony sodomy charges.  Ricardo Loma pled guilty in January of 2015 to 7-courts of 

assault.    
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Bemis                                 Denicholas                           Joshua Brewer and Maverick Holmsley   

 

 Loma 

 

 

BUDGET BUSTING FRED MEYLAND-SMITH SHOWS WHAT IS GOOD 

FOR THE CITY WASN'T GOOD FOR THE GREEK CHURCH:  The 2016 

Capital Improvement budget had a $274,720 reserve. But the Town and Country 2016 

budget overall budget counting all funds has a projected $656,195 deficit.  That was 

until Fred Meyland-Smith decided to add to it waving an American Flag.  

 

At the December 14 meeting of the Board of Aldermen the 2016 budget was all set to 

be approved.  The city and mayor were patting themselves on the back pointing out 

they had a General fund budget surplus of $37,710.  The Capital Improvement Budget 

had a projected surplus of $274,720.  Parks and Storm Water, Road Fund and Security 

and Police Training all had deficits that put the entire city budget in the red again.  

 

At the meeting Meyland-Smith wanted to add a $12,000 expense to be taken from 

Capital Improvements not the Parks fund. Meyland-Smith wanted to install a flag pole 

with 24-hour lights at the Longview House or the Longview Farm Park.  

 

Fred didn't like that there was only a flag flying off the porch of the farmhouse at the 

park.  It was in June of 2013 when Meyland-Smith was behind St. Nicholas Greek 
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Church on the South Forty Outer Road not getting a variance to put up a 40-foot 

flagpole in front of their building in time for a Fourth of July ceremony honoring church 

members who are veterans.  

 

The Post-Dispatch religion editor Tim Townsend then wrote a front page story about it.  

Fred as usual didn't care about the First Amendment and ignored the fact that churches 

didn't need permission from cities to put up signs or other objects.   

 

Alderman Chuck Lenz was quoted as saying that the church should have just put the 

flagpole up without asking for permission.  

 

Here's the headline from the Post-Dispatch: 

  Spat over 40-foot flagpole delays flying of flag at 

Town and Country church 
Meyland-Smith was out of town when the article appeared but at the next meeting let 

his displeasure be known. Here is exactly what Meyland-Smith said about the 

newspaper article, indicating he doesn't think Aldermanic business should be covered 

by the press:  

 

“I was out of town over the holiday, but I was quite disturbed to learn there was an 

article about this in the newspaper.  That is no place to carry on our business.” 

 

Fred complains about a church using its First Amendment Rights and then complains 

about a newspaper printing articles for the public to read about issues before elected 

officials.   

 

These examples plus a proposed ordinance by Fred in 2009 that would make it illegal 

for aldermen to write anything unkind about other aldermen clearly shows Fred is far 

more aligned with with King George III then the founders of the United States. I'm 

surprised that this East Coast Ivy Leaguer doesn't want to fly the Union Jack. 
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Irony is not to be missed.  For the last month something has been missing from in 

front of City Hall.  That would be the American Flag flying.  The lanyard which the flag is 

attached to and hoisted up the pole broke and the city despite having over $11,000,000 

in the reserve funds has not yet fixed it.  Maybe they are waiting on Santa.   

   
 

FINANCE COMMISSION AGAINST TAX PROPOSAL FOR INTERNET PURCHASES:  

At a 7:30am meeting on Thursday the Finance voted to support an Aldermanic action to 

place on the April ballot a measure to keep a municipal sales tax on used cars from 

person to person sales.  They were much less in favor of a municipal sales tax on 

goods purchased on the internet. No one spoke in favor of such a tax and no voted was 

taken supporting such a sales tax ballot initiative.   
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THE COMBINED NOVEMBER-DECEMBER PLANNING AND ZONING 

MEETING WAS CANCELLED DUE TO A LACK OF A QUORUM:  Perhaps 

knowledge and experience are not as important as they used to be for serving on the 

Town and Country Planning and Zoning Commission.  Maybe the ability to show up for 

meetings should be considered as a top qualification for commissioners.  

 

The November meeting of the P&Z Commission was cancelled as it was near 

Thanksgiving. It was decided to consolidate the December and November meetings and 

have a meeting on Wednesday December 2. That was cancelled for lack of a quorum.  

The P&Z normally meets on the fourth Wednesday of the Month, so its decisions can be 

posted on the next Board of Aldermen agenda on the second Monday of the month.  

 

However city staff sometimes has a hard time finding a quorum of commissioners 

available and have to cancel meetings. So someone who had plans before P&Z filed in 

early November will have to wait until at least January 20. (It is not the fourth 

Wednesday, but we are guessing it was the first one where they think they can have a 

quorum.)  

 

The one constant problem in reaching a quorum is that Mayor/Cigarette Lobbyist/and 

User of Eminent Domain to Steal a Widow's Property and Business for an Underfunded 

Nightclub District Jon Dalton, while being a member of the P&Z rarely ever shows up for 

a meeting.    

 

 
Here is an August 2015 meeting with seven of nine members attending, but no Mayor Dalton..    
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FROM THE PLANNING DEPARTMENT  13354 Thornhill Drive is where they were 

starting to tear down without a permit.  The permit has now been issued and this is the 

planned replacement.   

 

 soon 

 

 now 

 

1139 Westmoor Place off of Clayton Road: When I look at the architectural rendering 

of this one I can't seem to place those rolling hills behind the house.  Maybe this is 

supposed to be in the Carmel Valley or outside of San Simeon in California and was 

accidentally sent to Town and Country. This proposed new house is to be 4,685 square 

feet.  
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 Look at the hills in 

the background  

 

 
San Simeon hills with a well know house at the top.  
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UNAPPROVED CHESTERFIELD NEWSLETTER 153 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

December 22, 2015 

 

 

TOP RETAILERS IN CHESTERFIELD: Here is a list of the top sales tax producers in 

Chesterfield followed by a list of the top sales tax producing restaurants: 

 

Looking at the lists I found a couple of things fascinating.  The first thing was the 

Dierberg's Supermarket (a local grocery store) was third on the list behind only Wal Mart 

and Sam's Club.  But the grocery store was ahead of Target, Macy's, Home Depot, 

Lowes, Best Buy and Dillard's Department Store.  

 

  
 

It was no surprise that Annie Gunn's restaurant is on top of the Restaurant list and it and 

the Cheesecake Factory are the only two restaurants on the Top 20 list for all retail 

outlets.  I mean have you ever looked at the prices on Annie Gunn's menu and how 

difficult it is to get a parking space on their lot.  I like Annie Gunn's a lot, but I can only 

afford to go there for lunch.  
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What really surprised me if that fast food Chic-Fil-A was number three on the 

Restaurant List and it and McDonalds at #17 were the only fast food joints.  

 

The other thing that got my attention was that Red Lobster was #6 on the Restaurant 

Tax Revenue list while Olive Garden is #7.  They sit next to each other and when you 

drive by them the Olive Garden almost always has twice as many cars in the lot.  I 

guess that shows you that Red Lobster's menu has gotten more expensive while Olive 

Garden is still a bargain.    

 

TOP 20 SALES TAX GENERATORS (CITYWIDE) 

  

1.             Sam’s Club 

2.            Wal Mart 

3.            Dierbergs – Clarkson Road 

4.            Target 

5.            Macy’s 

6.            Home Depot 

7.            Schnuck’s 

8.            Lowe’s 

9.            Best Buy 

10.          Dillards 

11.           Dierberg’s – Four Seasons 

12.           Trader Joe’s 

13.           Annie Gunn’s 

14.           Dick’s Sporting Goods 
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15.           Nike Outlet 

16.            Doubletree Hotel 

17.            Cheesecake Factory 

18.             Vermeer Sales and Service – Spirit Valley East 

19.             Drury Plaza 

20.             Aldi 
 

TOP TWENTY RESTAURANTS (CITYWIDE) 

  

1.             Annie Gunn’s 

2.            Cheesecake Factory 

3.            Chick Fil A 

4.            Edgewild 

5.            PF Chang’s 

6.            Red Lobster 

7.            Olive Garden 

8.            54th Street Grill 

9.            Bread Co.- Airport Road 

10.           Yia Yia’s 

11.          Syberg’s 

12.           Bar Louie 

13.           Charlie Gitto’s 

14.           Brick House 

15.            Stoney River 

16.            McDonald’s – Clarkson Road 

17.            Red Robin 

18.            Longhorn Steakhouse 

19.            Buffalo Wild Wings 

20.            Bread Co. – Clarkson Road 

 

Listed at 18 of sales tax producers a lot of people might not know what Vermeer Sales 

and Service is.  They rent and sell industrial and farm equipment. They are located at 

621 E Spirit Valley Drive in Chesterfield Valley. 
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PLANNING AND PUBLIC WORKS COMMITTEE DOESN'T LIKE STAFF'S TREE 

PLAN FOR NEW SUBDIVISIONS: Chesterfield's current tree policy for existing 

subdivisions allows subdivision or residents to be paid up to $200 for a new tree after 

one is removed from between the curb and sidewalk due to safety concerns or because 

it died and is replanted four to eight feet in from the sidewalk on the homeowner's 

property.  They will also replant trees for the subdivision back between the curb and 

sidewalk and reimburse the subdivision a portion of the cost of the tree.  Members of 

the Committee have no problem with this policy. 

 

A proposed policy for new subdivisions got them talking.  The proposed policy would 

require the developer not to put any trees between the curb and sidewalk but four to 

eight feet from the sidewalk on private property.  

 

This would be for two reasons.  It would reduce sidewalk damage as tree roots grow 

and push up concrete sidewalks. Secondly it would remove the city from the tree 

maintenance and replacement business in newer subdivisions forever.  

 

This is the look Councilman Dan Hurt wants forty years after a subdivision is built: 
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"It gets away from the tree canopy look," said Hurt of the proposed policy.  "The tree line 

roads are part of the community.  I don't care where the sidewalk is.  It would take away 

from the character of the city," said Hurt.  

 

Councilwoman Connie Fults had comments on the other side of the issue, involving 

calls she gets from people in existing subdivisions.  

 

"I have residents from older subdivisions wanting to know why we are always having to 

repair sidewalks.  Ice storms with trees falling in the road blocking traffic is another 

problem," said Fults.    

 

City Director of Services Mike Geisel weighed in supporting the proposal, sort of.  

 

"Every man hour you spend on that (tending to trees along the curbs and repairing 

sidewalks) are hours not spent on repairing streets.  Whatever you want we will do," 

said Geisel.  

 

Jim Eckrich, the Chesterfield Director of Public Works had two points to make about the 

advantages to the new proposal.  

 

"It will reduce the amount of money the city pays for tree maintenance and sidewalk 

repair.  You can also get bigger trees that are planted further away from the sidewalk 

and street," said Eckrich.  

 

There was a motion to allow developers of new subdivisions to do either/or by planting 

trees between the sidewalk and street or four to eight feet into the yard away from the 

sidewalk.  That motion died for a lack of a second.  The entire council may have to deal 

with the staff's proposal.  

 

INCREASE IN NO PARKING ZONES NEAR AMPHITHEATER:  IN response to 

complaints or fears from subdivisions off of Lydia Hill and August Hill Drives there is a 

proposal to increase No Parking Zones on the north side of the street all the way to 

Baxter Road and install No Parking Zones on a portion of the south side of August Hill 

Drive. The area below in red is existing No Parking Zones and the blue are is the 

proposed no No Parking Zones.   The parking issues arise when there are music events 

or festivals at the city's amphitheater.      
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DeGroot then came up with the brilliant idea for a city accused at times of having more 

cash then sense, "I think the answer is we need a parking garage."  That tongue-in-

cheek comment got a response from Barry Flachsbart.  

"So we need a motion for a 7-story parking garage."  Things would get sillier at the 

Parks Committee meeting that started immediately after the P&PW meeting.   

NEW PARKING PROBLEM AREA:  Connie Fults asked that staff look into complaints 

by residents of illegal parking in the Clarkson Woods subdivision in connection with 

Marquette High School. She mentioned the parking complaints don't involve students 

but parents lined up waiting for school to dismiss. 

 

LAWSUIT DRAGS ON AND ON:  The Brunhaven subdivision is now a McBride 

and Sons development. Since August of 2013 Chesterfield has been in a lawsuit with 

Travelers Insurance Company over Bond Money for work that was never completed by 

the original developer. Two years after the suit was filed in the St. Louis County Circuit 

in 2013 The Travelers Insurance Company has moved it to Federal Court.  As usual the 

only people making money on this have been the lawyers. 
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PARKS COMMITTEE MEETS FOR FIRST TIME IN SEVEN MONTHS:  New 

Community Garden is being considered. There are plans for a second community 

garden in Chesterfield.  Councilman Barry Flachsbart said "I told you so.  You didn't 

have enough space for demand."  

 

Parks Director Tom McCarthy explained that the first 30 spaces for people to have a 

garden plot at Eberwein Park were not enough.  They expanded to 45 plots that 

individuals lease for a year at $30. Now there are plans to have a second garden  

 

   
  

Steve Sachs of Sachs property has offered to allow Chesterfield use a parcel of land on 
Chesterfield Parkway West just north of the parking lot of Bishop's Post Restaurant. The 
city would spend about $30,000 from the 2015 Parks Reserve Budget.  They would 
plow and place in top soil, put a large split rail fence with chicken wire around the 
bottom to keep out rabbits and mice and install a gate with lock, plus irrigation.  
 
"One of the original problems at Eberwein was people thinking since it is a 'community 
garden' the community can come in and take from the garden," said Director of Services 
Mike Geisel.  
 
There would be 26 new lots in three sizes for an annual fee of $30 (8 x 4), $45 (8 by 10) 
or $100 for the 16 ft by 8 ft bed. 
   
Here are the costs and the location (the garden would be where the blue box is)   
 

http://www.chesterfield.mo.us/webcontent/Agendas/PlanAgendaDocs/12-10-2015_PPW_III.C.pdf#page=8
http://www.chesterfield.mo.us/webcontent/Agendas/PlanAgendaDocs/12-10-2015_PPW_III.C.pdf#page=8
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The proposal passed on a 3-1 vote with Bruce DeGroot voting against it.  

 

"I hate to be against gardens, but I am.  How much are we talking about staff time," he 

asked. 

 

Parks Director Tom McCarthy explained that it should be self contained with the labor 

being setting up the plots in early spring.  The one other drawback would be that the 

project would vanish if Sachs Property sold the lot.  
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SHOEMAN FOR WATER:  Next on the agenda was a program for collecting used 

shoes (new or gently worn) for resale.  The money from the shoes would be used to drill 

for fresh water in developing countries (developing is a PC term for third-world). 

 

The recommendation was for drop off locations at City Hall, the Athletic Complex, the 

Aquatic Complex, The City Amphitheater, the Parks and Rec main office building.  

 

Bruce DeGroot, apparently playing the role of the Grinch, then said, I don't want stinky 

shoes in the lobby of City Hall," 

 

That caused Parks Chair Mike Casey to comment, "Maybe we can spray the shoes like 

they do at bowling alleys." 

 

Councilman Barry Flachsbart couldn't resist and added, "This should be a Council lead 

odor prevention program." 

 Flachsbart to the front and Grinch DeGroot to the rear.  

At this point Service Director Mike Geisel simply put his head in hand and started 

shaking it. 
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BASEBALL FIELDS FOR THE LITTLE KIDS:  The final item of the night was the 

proposal for $75,000 to build two baseball fields for very small kids and construct a 

parking lot for their parents. The project would receive a $30,000 reimbursement from 

the Chesterfield Baseball and Softball Association. 

 

The little kids ages, 6 & 7, have played baseball, day dreamed and watched airplanes 

overhead as line dives landed at their feet on fields that had been practice fields and 

have since been flooded out twice.    

 

Services Director Mike Geisel stated that the City had to obtain approval from the Army 

Corps of Engineers and the Levee District before they could make improvements on 

their own park property due to the nearby Missouri River.  

 

Another concern was when a parent dropped off a six year-old for a game on the street 

and the child ran in front of a City truck and almost went on the disabled list for life. That 

one incident convinced Park officials of the need of a parking lot.  

 

Here are the plans: 

 

     
 

Since this didn't involve soccer, which Basketball fiend Bruce DeGroot hates, there was 

no problem and the proposal for the new fields passed 4-0.   
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This committee was renamed the Parks, Recreation and Arts.  In the first meeting in six 

months there was not a word uttered about "Art."   

 

A LOT HAPPENING AT CITY HALL IN FIVE MONTHS! THERE HAS BEEN A 

SUDDEN TURNAROUND OF EVENTS:  I have written that I know that Chesterfield 

Mayor Bob Nation, while being a very nice person with an amazing service record in the 

military and as a volunteer medical pilot does have a hair trigger temper. I have written 

that Bob should count to 10 or maybe 20 before responding to things that piss him off.  

 

However, that said it certainly also applies to City Administrator Mike Herring and 

Economic Development Director Libbey Malberg-Tucker. Things certainly could have 

been different if Michael Herring and Libbey Malberg-Tucker had simply waited a couple 

days and thought things over in July. 

 

What would have happened if Herring didn't get pissed and didn't strike back at Mayor 

Nation after Malberg-Tucker sent him a memo about Nation swearing about Herring in 

her office on July 1?  

 

Had Herring simply shrugged it off and told Malberg-Tucker that he would tell the mayor 

she was upset he would still have almost total control over city hall and would have Bob 

Nation still totally frustrated at not being able to get anything done.  

 

Instead Herring lost his temper and sent to Mayor Nation's foes on the Council 

information that Nation should be impeached.  Of course Nation had not done anything 

to be impeached.  At worst he was rude in a department head's office by swearing 

about the city administrator.  

    
Herring                                                 Malberg-Tucker with her husband Michael                   Nation 

                                                              economic development director of Lincoln County. 
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After the impeachment was ruled out by both the city attorney and a special attorney 

improperly hired by the council the decision was made to censure him. The hearing was 

a joke, but a censure created no actual lost of power or pay for Nation.  It was simply a 

political move by his opponents.  

 

Here is what has happened instead. The Republican Party leaders in Chesterfield, an 

area with some of the highest numbers of Republican voters in the region has come out 

in support of Bob Nation.  It appears as if they have been actively been seeking 

candidates to run against long time Councilman Mike Casey in Ward 3, Connie Fults in 

Ward 4 and the open seat in Ward-2. It also appears as if they are looking for 

candidates to challenge the authority and power of City Administrator Herring.  

 

So since the first of the month, Ward 3 Councilman Mike Casey has announced he will 

not run for reelection.  Ward-2 Councilman Elliot Grissom admitted he is moving out of 

the city and Herring announced his retirement after 28 years on the job.        

      If Herring had done nothing about Nation yelling about him in Malberg-Tucker's 

office he would still be city administrator making close to $200,000 a year with a great 

benefit package.  Connie Fults, Bruce DeGroot and Mike Casey would likely have had 

no opposition for reelection.  

 

 In April who will be looking pretty?  It will be Bob Nation.  He will have a new council 

and a new city administrator.  

 

The big loser could be Libbey Malberg-Tucker.  As Economic Director she needs the 

mayor as a front man to cut ribbons and speak to businesses interested in Chesterfield. 

Currently she has been refusing to communicate with the mayor.  

 

Malberg-Tucker in the past has also created proclamations for the mayor to hand out 

before meetings.  One in February was silly.  It was to a teenager who was appearing 

on the Master Chef TV show.  The kid's parents refused to allow her last name to be 

used and there was some question that she even lived in Chesterfield or where she 

went to school. Nation dutifully handed out her award. I think those days might be over. 

If Malberg-Tucker wants the mayor to declare a day for someone she will have to speak 

to him.       

 

Malberg-Tucker and her husband Michael Tucker were featured in a recent Post-

Dispatch article on how the City of Wentzville passed an ordinance (probably an 

unconstitutional one) that if you worked for any city or a county you could not run for 

election in Wentzville. The couple lives in Wentzville, used to work for Wentzville and 

Michael unsuccessfully ran for the city council last April. Here is the link to the article:  
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http://www.stltoday.com/news/local/govt-and-politics/wentzville-might-bar-employees-of-

other-governments-from-serving-on/article_290b21ff-7ba9-5fc9-a6e5-f3f832ff957d.html 

 

MONARCH BATTING .500 IN COURT CASES WITH UNION THIS FALL:   

In the case of Thomas Beauchamp v Monarch Fire Protection District brought on by 

Beauchamp backed by the Firefighters Union forced Monarch to promote Beauchamp.  

The District claimed they had enough fire captains and a promotion was not needed.  

The Fire Union wanted the promotion immediately under the labor agreement before the 

district under new leadership brought in new promotion evaluators not associated with 

the Union that had been in the charge when Beauchamp was placed on the list.  

 

A lower court ordered that Beauchamp be promoted. The Fire District Board of Directors 

appealed to the Eastern District Missouri Court of Appeals. 

 

On October 13 the Court of Appeals sided with the Board of Directors and remanded 

the case back to lower court.  You have to hope that Beauchamp saved his blue 

firefighter uniform shirts.  This was a big win for the Board of Directors.  

 

On October 20, 2015 St. Louis County Circuit Judge Joseph Walsh ruled that Monarch 

had to honor the labor contract that expired as there was a clause stating that the old 

contract would remain in force upon expiration if a new contract had not been signed. 

The Board of Directors' attorney expected the ruling on the "evergreen" clause and has 

appealed this case to the Court of Appeals.  The current Board's argument is that a new 

board elected by residents should not be forced to abide by an expired deal signed by 

people who are no longer on the Board of Directors. 

 

Currently this verdict, while expected, would have to be considered a loss for the fire 

Board and a win for Local 2665..  

   

SHOPPING: SLAVE LABOR FOR SHRIMP ALLEGED AT TWO AREA 

SUPERMARKETS: Schnuck's, Wal-Mart, Target  and Whole Foods are the four St. 

Louis area supermarkets that are listed in AP writer Martha Mendoza's investigative 

article of Thai seafood suppliers using slave labor, including children to prepare shrimp 

that are sold in the United States. Her investigation has tracked shrimp prepared by 

slave labor to Schnuck's and Whole Foods stores.  Here is the list of retailers.  
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For those interested... 

Acme Markets; Albertsons; Aldi; Bi-Lo; Carrs-Safeway; Cash Wise; Crest Foods; Cub Foods; D'Agostino 

Supermarket; Dan's Supermarket; Dollar General; Edwards Food Giant; Family Dollar; Foodland; Fred 

Meyer; Giant Eagle; Harris-Teeter; H-E-B; Hy-Vee; Jerry's Foods; Jewel-Osco; Jons International 

Marketplace; Kroger; Lowes Foods; Mariano's; Market Basket; Marsh Supermarkets; Martin's Super 

Markets; McDade's Market; Pavilions; Petco; Piggly Wiggly; Price Chopper; Publix; Ralphs; Randall's Food 

Market; Redner's Warehouse Markets; Russ's Market; Safeway; Save Mart; Schnucks; Shaws; ShopRite; 

Smart & Final; Sprouts Farmers Market; Stater Bros.; Stop & Shop; Sunshine Foods; Target; Van's 

Thriftway; Vons; Wal-Mart; Whole Foods; Winn-Dixie. 

 

Here is a link to the article that appeared in many newspapers including the Washington 

Post: 

 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2015/12/15/the-shocking-truth-about-shrimp-

today/?hpid=hp_hp-more-top-stories_wb-shrimp-910am%3Ahomepage%2Fstory 

 

MCDONALDS REBUILD SLOWER THAN EXPECTED:  Originally when the tear down 

and rebuild of the McDonalds on Woods Mill Road at the Lamp and Lantern Center was 

suppose to be completed by Thanksgiving.  The sign in front of the property says it will 

reopen in December.  However, franchisee Colleen Schoendiest had an ad in last 

week's West Magazine saying the reopening would be in January.  

  
We took this photo on December 14.  No way will we be seeing cars in the drive-thru in 2015.  
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THE SEARCH FOR FRESH SQUEEZED OJ:   
 

 In early November I wrote about going to the grand opening weekend of our latest 

Hippie Grocery Store, Fresh Thyme in the Manchester Meadows Shopping Center. 

Since the World's Largest Dierberg's in Des Peres opened I have gone there regularly 

and often buy the fresh squeezed orange juice. 

 

I have found that I now return to hippie grocery stores of Trader Joe's for two items (the 

French tarts - a frozen pizza without tomato sauce and Pastry Pups (Pigs in a Blanket)  

and now I'm going back to Fresh Thyme for the Orange Juice.  It is strained better than 

the juice at Dierberg's with fewer seeds, the bottles are better and 64 ounces of fresh 

squeezed orange juice is a dollar cheaper.  However I do make it a point not to take a 

cart of a basket so I don't go in for $6.99 worth or Orange Juice and leave $30 later.  
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IT WAS ONLY A MATTER OF TIME:  Those readers of our restaurant reviews might 

remember that in 2013 how we praised the Cheshire Inn Restaurant for its Thanksgiving 

Dinner and how in 2014 we wrote how bad it was and how we were never going back to 

the place again.  Apparently we were not the only ones.  The Cheshire will close on 

January 2 and a new eatery will go into the space a few months later.  

     
      

CHRISTMAS TIME:  We were doing a bit of Christmas Lights viewing on the way home 

from Smitty's last week and ran across this one in the Wellington Subdivision.   

 
I just don't remember of a Christmas dinosaur cartoon character.  I do remember 

Sinclair Gasoline logo of Dino the Dinosaur and how Sinclair gave away or sold a lot of 

Dino merchandise. 
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FROM MIDTOWN:  Here is our annual shot of St. Francis Xavier Church at Grand Ave. 

and Lindell Blvd. from a view on a parking lot looking down an alley two blocks away:  

 
 

ON THE 14TH DAY OF CHRISTMAS MY TRUE LOVE GAVE TO ME A RAPTURE OF 

14 TURKEYS to go with the six geese a laying and seven swans a swimming. As I pass 

the eight deer on my street and turn onto Thornhill Drive what do my eyes see but:  

 

 
 

TURKEY 2:  The folks at Charlotte's Rib on the northwest corner of Clayton Road and 

Kehrs Mill Road told me they smoked more than 100 turkeys this year for Thanksgiving. 

They also do the Turkeys for Christmas, but expect only about 20.  You buy your own 

turkey and they will cook it for you in their smoker.       
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CLARENCE GETS HIS WINGS:  Here is a recently done oil painting by famed St. Louis 

area contemporary architect Ralph Fournier of Clarence getting his wings: 

 

 
 

 

 

FROM CLAYTON ROAD: 

We made fun of them when they put up their new Christmas tree before Halloween, and 

we don't know where they are going to store this artificial tree for 10 1/2 months a year, 

but I have to admit it looks great.  This is the tree in front of Maria de Villa Retirement 

Home. 
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MUSIC:  The Very Manley Christmas show at Jazz at the Bistro on December 11 

and 12th was quite a treat. Manley fronted the group Mad Brass and Rhythm. The 

Maynard Ferguson melody of Christmas tunes to a jazz beat loud and driving at times 

called Christmas for Moderns was done in the first set.  It had a bit of new arrangements 

by Jim Owens, the group's trombone player and a well known arranger.  It was almost 

like being in church, but with bar service. .  

 

Earlier Bob Bennett, the director of Jazz at the Bistro, came up with his saxophone and 

joined the fun on one of my favorites, the Theme to The Rocky and Bullwinkle Show.  
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Manley also told the story of Lee Mendelson a TV producer had done a documentary for 

NBC on San Francisco centerfielder Willie Mays. Mendelson later was reading a 

Peanuts comic strip where Charlie Brown lost another game. He thought he should do a 

documentary on Charles Schultz and Peanuts.  Schultz agreed.  Mendelson then got 

San Francisco jazz musician Vince Guaraldi to write music for the documentary. 

(Guaraldi already had written an instrumental hit titled, "Cast Your Fate to the Wind" by 

the New Sounds Orchestral in 1962). 

 

Guaraldi wrote Linus and Lucy, which is a great piano jazz piece.  However after the 

documentary on Schultz was finished in 1964 Mendelson could not get any TV network 

interested in.  An advertising executive had a copy of the documentary and talked Coca-

Cola and CBS to do a Peanuts Christmas special. Mendelson and Guaraldi just moved 

Linus and Lucy to the Christmas Special which Guaraldi wrote additional new music for 

and new arrangements of Christmas classics. It first aired in 1965. 

   
In honor of the connection, however slim it might be, between Willie Mays and Linus 

and Lucy, Larry Johnson wore a San Francisco Giants cap while playing the sax.   
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Also Elvis' Blue Christmas would not be on my Top 100 of Christmas songs.  But it was 

kind of fun when Manley began to play it on a blue plastic trumpet and the rest of the 

brass section broke out plastic instruments. 

 

  
We have a red plastic, a green plastic trumpet, a blue plastic kazoo and a red plastic trombone. 

 

It was very appropriate that for just one number the brass left the stage for the trio of the 

rhythm section featuring Arthur Toney on the piano.  Instead of typical cold December 

winds and snow it was 70 degrees outside as Arthur played a jazz version of Summer 

Wind.  

 

  
 

Here is a link to the original Maynard Ferguson's Christmas for Moderns: 

 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQMukTTfP0I 
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RAT PACK MONDAY:  While Dean Christopher sang plenty of Christmas songs it was 

a Las Vegas standard that created a tragic event on Monday December 14, 2015 at the 

One-19-North in Kirkwood as part of the Monthly Rat Pack Monday Show.  

Christopher's musicians quit playing while he was performing.  

 

Christopher second song of the night was the Bobby Darin classic "Beyond the Sea."  

Well known trumpeter Jim Manley and keyboard musician Chris Swan began laughing 

so hard at Christopher they could no long play.  Christopher was singing the classic in 

the voice of Daffy Duck. Being the true professional he is Christopher sputtered and 

sprayed and finished the song often without any accompaniment.  

 

 
 

Christopher finished the night with both musicians now playing.  He did Blue Christmas 

in the voice of Elvis.  However since he was wearing only a sweatshirt he did not have a 
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shirt to unbutton to his navel or a collar to turn up he lost a bit of the effect. The night will 

be remembered for years to come as the Night Daffy Duck Sang Beyond the Sea.       

 

  
 

CARTOONS:     
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